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East Midlands Airport 
Independent Consultative Committee (ICC) 

Monitoring, Environment, Noise and Track (MENT) Sub-Committee 
Friday 1 October 2021 

Via MS Teams 
 

Present 

Independent Chair Mr G Liguori 

Independent Secretariat Mrs H Booth 

Organisation 

Derbyshire County Council Cllr M Ford 

Leicestershire County Council Cllr T Pendleton 

Nottinghamshire County Council Cllr M Barney 

Kings Newton Residents Association Mr S Leech 

Melbourne Civic Society Dr P Grimley 

PAIN – People Against Intrusive Noise Mrs P Beddoe 

WHICH Dr A Manhire & Mr I Jones 

DHL Aviation Ltd Mr A O’Neill 

Loughborough University Dr A Timmis 

East Midlands Airport (EMA) 

Group Head of Environment Mr A Freeman 

Planning Manager Mr J Bottomley 

EMA Community Engagement Manager Ms C Hempson 

EMA Environment & Utilities Manager Ms H Chana 

Group Flight Evaluation Unit (FEU) Advisor Ms D Patton 

Water Asset Specialist Mr A Doggart 

Apologies 

Group Head of Engagement Mr R Pattison 

Group Flight Evaluation Unit (FEU) Manager Mr D Smith 

 
 

The meeting commenced at 1000. 
  
1. Introduction and Apologies 
 

The Chair welcomed all to the meeting and acknowledged apologies as 

recorded. 

2. Declaration of Interest 
 

No declarations of interest were reported. 

3. Minutes of the last meeting 
 

The Committee approved the minutes of the last meeting held on 30 April 2021 

as a true and accurate record of the meeting. 
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3a. Matters arising 
 

With all actions either complete or covered within the agenda, an update was 

given on recent engagement with the Derby Railway Angling Club around 

environmental impacts on the River Trent and how the airport’s sustainable 

development plan may inform mitigations. 

4. An update by the Chair 
 

The Chair introduced the new agenda template and asked all to be cognisant of 

the proposed timings when discussing items. 

Following the dissolution of ICCAN on 30 September, it was advised that the 

Department for Transport (DFT) and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) are 

deliberating next steps on key activities. The Chair expressed surprise and 

concern around the dissolution.  EMA expressed their view that it will be 

important for the DFT and CAA to present a clear picture to all stakeholders of 

how the roles fulfilled by ICCAN will be managed moving forward. 

The Chair advised to be attending the virtual Annual Conference of UKACCs in 

November and encouraged all members to respond to a recent request for 

availability in connection to the forthcoming ICC sub-committee elections. 

5. Environment reports and quarterly reports 
 

The full environment and quarterly reports were taken as read, with key areas 

highlighted in a summary presentation. 

Trends for the year to date included: 

- 99% of operations are now Chapter 4 compliant for night time operations 

and 24% of operations are Chapter 14 compliant. 

- 88% compliance with continuous decent operations and rising numbers as 

activity returns to normal levels of operation. 

- Track keeping compliance sits at approximately 96%, excluding 09 Trent 

activity as a known issue, both locations are underneath the 'Trent' departure 

route from Runway 09, which has recently experienced poor track compliance 

A brief complaints analysis was presented including the number of complaints 

and complainants by area to enable greater understanding of communications. It 

was confirmed that all complaints are logged, and only when complainants reach 

over 30 logged complaints in one month are they classed as a serial 

complainant. 

Members queried delays in Chapter 4 compliance, required actions to achieve 

100% and challenged intentions to maintain achieved levels, raising particular 

concern around potentially lowered standards for any new start-up companies. 

Delays in achieving Chapter 4 compliance against the original plan were 

acknowledged.  However, compliance now stands at 99%, and operators of non-

Chapter 4 aircraft have been identified for conversations to take place. EMA 

affirmed aspirations to improve and maintain these figures, hence inclusion of the 

very latest noise standard (Chapter 14 compliance) within the report, supported 

by a 50% compliance target in the Noise Action Plan. 
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The Chair highlighted potential challenges around sub-contracting to any 

business models using older, cheaper aircraft. With known combinations of direct 

and sub-contracts, EMA confirmed to be engaging regularly with airlines but cited 

unknowns due to the uncharted territory of a post-pandemic landscape. 

A discussion followed on the prominence of Kalitta Air and Cargo Logic within the 

reports and they were confirmed as the primary 747-400 operators. 

6. Noise monitoring and mapping 
 

Papers submitted to support noise monitoring and mapping were taken as read, 

with key areas highlighted in a summary presentation covering: 

- Noise contour production - bringing context to what contours are, how 

they are produced and the journey to date including how these reports 

inform noise action planning. 

- Mapping methodologies and recommended metrics - EMA uses an 

independent consultancy, feeding in required data to the model such as 

terrain, location of receptors and noise monitoring stations. The two 

primary metrics include average noise levels (LEQs) and peak noise of 

individual events (N above). Presentation of reports can be aligned to 

particular periods such as a 24hr time slot, days, nights, summer or 

annual. 

- Portable noise monitoring – with five permanent noise monitors, and a 

sixth planned for installation in Melbourne, these can be supported by 

portable monitors under temporary deployment in select areas. 

Given the future airspace project and the potential for noise contour data to 

inform that piece of work, it was recommended that portable noise monitors be 

deployed for a period to extend the existing range of noise monitoring and 

support future datasets. 

Two options were put forward as recommended approaches to portable noise 

monitoring: 

1. Alignment to a 92-day summer period: a good long duration but limited to 

a single location. 

2. Two 2-month campaigns: meeting minimum duration requirements and 

enabling two separate locations. 

Location requests had been received from: 

- Breaston & Long Eaton – both locations are underneath the 'Trent' 

departure route from Runway 09, which has recently experienced poor 

track compliance.  

- Sutton Bonington – where there is already a permanent noise monitor in 

place. 

- Stanton by Bridge – not far from an existing monitor in Weston-on-Trent 

and the installation planned for Melbourne. 

- Keyworth – slightly further out but underneath an approach and is not 

covered by permanent monitoring. 
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Member’s thoughts and feedback were welcomed to inform the plan for the next 

round of portable monitoring. 

A discussion followed on the range of monitors and the best way forward for 

discussions. The Chair asked that EMA issue a summary by email and invited 

members to email a return of any further comments or queries out of committee, 

with responses shared as considered appropriate. 

Action: EMA to email a summary on portable noise monitoring to all 

members for comment, including any principles and case(s) for support 

submitted by locations. 

7. Training flights: mitigating impact 
 

The supporting paper was taken as read, and key areas were highlighted in a 

summary presentation. 

Amendments following the last meeting included adjustment of zones from 

10,000 down to 3,000ft, filtering out of smaller aircraft operations and 

smoothening of zones for more accurate reporting. 

Two types of flights were documented: 

- Single circuit = continuation flights (COVID induced, to maintain airframes 

without additional checks), generally following a departure route before 

turning back to land at EMA. 

- Multiple circuits = training flights. These can be short notice/last minute 

due to the nature of operations and are directed through monitoring zones 

on occasion for safety reasons, to avoid commercial/scheduled activity. 

Overall, 80% of circuits have not entered monitoring zones. Any peaks in data, 

such as over Melbourne, have been raised with providers to explore reasoning 

and solutions. 

A member summarised key aspects as serviceability, training and familiarisation 

and enquired as to the need for circuits over other available routes. It was 

advised that crew training and familiarisation are viewed as a single activity and 

that continuation flights are required to follow departure routes but to stay within 

radar of the air traffic control tower, hence the need for the looped trajectory. 

8. Airspace change programme and SRG update 
 

As progress remains slow in the post-pandemic landscape, a summary reminder 

was given of the journey to date including CAA approval of design principles and 

placement of EMA activity in the overall national plan. It was reported that DFT 

funding would be issued in this financial year, so that projects can be restarted 

with a view to implement a stage two gateway in March 2023. 

The Chair requested a more in-depth briefing early next year. 

Action: EMA to present a detailed update on Airspace change and SRG 

composition in early 2022 

9. Noise Action Plan update and quiet flight performance reporting 
 

A table was shared containing a year to date view of completed and scheduled 

actions within the Noise Action Plan, updates included: 
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- A successful Plain English review has resulted in crystal marked 

environmental information sheets and good progress has been made in 

web content for environmental and community themes. 

- It was confirmed that furlough had ended for the educational team and 

therefore work is now underway to reform the engagement plan with local 

schools. 

- A location for a permanent noise monitor in Melbourne had been identified 

and engagement is underway with the landowners. 

- A review has commenced on fees and charges in conjunction with an 

academic institution to look more broadly across the UK and overseas to 

check best practice for informed recommendations and adjustments. 

Amber and Red actions were discussed and operational challenges were 

highlighted along with delays in CAA publication of a sustainable aviation report. 

The Chair recommended a supplemental meeting of MENT in the early part of 

next year, a special meeting to review the Noise Action Plan in detail. 

Action: ICC Sec to arrange a special meeting of MENT ahead of the next 

scheduled meeting to review the Noise Action Plan in detail. 

Action: EMA to share the Noise Action Plan table of actions with members 

The quiet flight performance report was taken as read, with key areas highlighted 

verbally. 

With a tendency for MENT reports to be complex and detailed, intentions are to 

create a single viewpoint that covers top-level reporting only along with a 

comparison of how EMA ranks against other airports. With data acquisition 

challenges due to BREXIT, a first draft is included for initial feedback and EMA 

invited any guidance or requirements to be incorporated as this report evolves. 

The Chair suggested to extend the dataset in line with discussions, advocated a 

manageable, comprehensive approach, supported the idea of appropriately 

weighted metrics and suggested inclusion of local air quality and CO2 reporting. 

With limited time for discussion on this item, members with any specific queries 

were invited to engage directly with the airport.  

10. An update on noise and planning (deferred from the last meeting) 
 

As an issue non-specific to EMA and effectively shared across UK, the issue was 

raised for discussion of how planning legislation and common approaches can 

enable operators to work with local authorities on policy and in consideration of 

any applications. 

Following a 2012 change in guidance that failed to readdress themes of noise 

considerations, it became necessary to enhance relations between airports and 

local communities in order to facilitate a sufficiently joined up approach and 

prevent any inappropriate developments. It was confirmed that EMA work closely 

with local authorities on any planning consultations involving areas known to be 

impacted by high levels of noise. 
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A discussion followed on engagement, reviews of local plans for the next 18 

months and the potential to inform building regulations as well as planning. 

Members highlighted the need for a balanced approach between land 

use/planning and a reduction of noise at source. In concurrence with this, 

members were signposted to the sustainable aviation noise roadmap which 

contains a section on land use planning, giving advice to airport operators and 

wider stakeholders. 

11. AOB 
 

A member enquired as to recent media reports relating to an incident involving 

an engine fire and it was advised that investigations are ongoing. 

Further to finer discussion around QC4 activity, it was confirmed that all night 

movements are levied with the relevant surcharges and that an update would be 

included in the next environmental report. 

A proposed future agenda item of Airline fleet strategy was added to the record. 

12. Date of next meeting(s) 
 

4 February – MENT – additional special meeting TBA in January 

18 February – TEP 

4 March – ICC General 

 

There being no further business the Chair declared the meeting closed at 1200. 

 


